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Drug


[druhg]


noun


Pharmacology. a chemical substance used in the treatment, 


cure, prevention, or diagnosis of disease or used to 


otherwise enhance physical or mental well-being. 



The Art of Photography 


Photography is the art of capturing a moment in time where both the 


image itself and its message meet to create art and engage the viewer into 


a desired storyline that the photographer wishes to create. 




Essientially, the aim is to create a moving experience through using stills of 


real time events and accompany the messages of an addiction and the 


processes of treating that addiction appropriately and efectively. 




To lose ones self in passion is an art, one that creatives wish to use as an 


inspiration o deliver the best product and message possible. While the 


concept of “Drugs & A Camera” is the mixture of photography with creative 


writing evoked by the photography itself and the thoughts, feelings and 


emotions that are derived from everyday experiences. 



“A thing that you see in my pictures is that I was not afraid to fall in love with these people.” 

— Annie Leibovitz 











It was an innocent spark  that frst ignited a fre deep 


wihin but it eventually grew into an inferno. Turning 


winter nights into bright summer days. From ice cold 


hands to warm bodies wrapped in each others warmth 


amongst the bed sheets. A begininng to a story that 


was written in the stars from the beginning of time, 


all from a tiny spark. 















The beginning of time began the moment he frst laid his eyes on her. 


“Goodness, your eyes.”   

That mysterious feeling was spreading all over him again. 
“What about them”? she said. 

“I bet the compliments never end”, he replied. 
The way the light hit her eyes did wonders for him. 

He leaned in towards her with the camera, but then he pulled back. 
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